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### Title: Alberto vs. De La Cruz

### Facts:
The case revolves around Criminal Case No. 9414, where Eligio Orbita, a provincial guard of
Camarines Sur, was prosecuted for Infidelity in the Custody of Prisoner. Orbita allegedly
allowed the escape of a detention prisoner, Pablo Denaque, on September 12, 1968. During
the  trial,  the  defense  produced  a  note  allegedly  from  Governor  Armando  Cledera,
instructing the transportation of men (including the prisoner) for labor work, which the
defense posited contributed to the escape.

Responding  to  the  defense’s  motion  to  include  Cledera  and Jose  Esmeralda  (assistant
provincial  warden)  as  defendants,  the  Judge  of  the  Court  of  First  Instance  (CFI)  of
Camarines  Sur  ordered  a  reinvestigation  by  the  Provincial  Fiscal’s  office.  The
reinvestigation resulted in the Fiscal’s conclusion of insufficiency of evidence to charge
Cledera and Esmeralda. Unsatisfied, Orbita filed a “Motion for Reconsideration,” leading to
the  Judge’s  order  to  amend  the  information  to  include  Cledera  and  Esmeralda  as
defendants. The Fiscal’s subsequent motion for reconsideration was denied, prompting this
instant  petition  for  certiorari  against  the  order  compelling  the  inclusion  of  additional
defendants.

### Issues:
1. Whether the respondent Judge erred in ordering the Provincial Fiscal to amend the
information to include Cledera and Esmeralda as defendants.
2.  Whether  there  was  sufficient  evidence  for  a  prima facie  case  against  Cledera  and
Esmeralda.
3. The extent of the prosecutorial discretion of the Fiscal in deciding whom to charge.

### Court’s Decision:
The Philippine Supreme Court annulled and set aside the orders issued by the respondent
Judge, emphasizing that the Fiscal’s office holds discretion, based on available evidence and
legal analysis, to determine whether to prosecute individuals. The Court highlighted that
while the Judge’s intervention is subject to judicial review, compelling prosecution without
sufficient evidence undermines the Fiscal’s discretion and is procedurally inappropriate.
The Court noted the absence of evidence indicating connivance or negligence by Cledera
and Esmeralda sufficient for charging them under relevant Penal Code articles. Thus, the
Court directed the continuation of Orbita’s trial without including Cledera and Esmeralda as
defendants.
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### Doctrine:
The decision reiterates the doctrine of prosecutorial discretion, emphasizing that Fiscals
have the autonomy to  assess  the  sufficiency of  evidence and legal  merit  before  filing
charges. Additionally, it underscores that such discretion, while subject to judicial review,
cannot be arbitrarily countermanded without due evidence.

### Class Notes:
1. **Prosecutorial Discretion:** The legal principle granting prosecutors the authority to
decide  on  what  charges  to  file  and whom to  prosecute,  based on evidence and legal
assessment.
2. **Infidelity in the Custody of Prisoner (Revised Penal Code, Article 224):** This crime
involves public officers charged with the custody of prisoners allowing their escape through
negligence.
3. **Relevant Articles:**
– **Article 156 (Revised Penal Code):** Regarding delivering prisoners from jails.
– **Article 223 (Revised Penal Code):** Concerning conniving with or consenting to evasion
by public officers.
– **Article 224 (Revised Penal Code):** Penalizing negligence leading to the prisoner’s
escape.

### Historical Background:
This case underscores the complexities of legal procedural and judicial discretion within the
Philippine criminal justice system. It highlights the balance between prosecutorial authority
and  judicial  oversight,  especially  in  instances  where  additional  defendants  may  be
implicated  during  a  trial.  The  principles  established  or  reiterated  in  this  case  are
particularly  relevant  in  contexts  where  evidentiary  standards  and  prosecutorial
responsibilities are at play, reflecting broader themes of legal accountability and procedural
justice in the Philippine legal framework.


